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1. Introduction
Currently, the Timbre web based tool is designated to be used by two types of users: (1) the
Power Users, who are in charge of a particular project within the framework of the web
based tool. The Power User of a project should be an expert, e.g. an environmental
consultant, a clean-up specialist, a planner, etc. and (2) end users, e.g. key actors,
important stakeholders, etc., which will be invited by the Power User.
Depending on the user’s specific role, the workflow for the application is different. This User’s
Manual presents a step by step description of the workflow.
Please note, that all information related to the project may be in the language of a specific
site project (as defined in the upload data set, e.g. the site description phrase, land use type
names, etc.) whereas all elements of the GUI are given in the web tool’s language. (Currently
available only in English, but a language database, which is contained within the web tool
allows for the implementation of multiple languages, which can be chosen at the login
screen.)
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2. The Power User: Creating projects and administering
end users
2.1. Creating a Power User account
In order to use the Timbre web based tool a Power User will have to create an account or
use an existing one. Accessing the page: http://www.timbre-project.eu/SAT.html the users
will have two options (Figure 1):
(1) Login using a username and a password
(2) Create an account (Create account button)

Figure 1: Login page of the Site re-use planning and Assessment Tool (SAT). The name ‘Timbre
Decision Support System (TDSS)’ was the tool’s name within the development process and is
to be changed upon completion.
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If the Power User will decide to create an account it will be redirected to a specific page
(Figure 2). The account can be created using a special form that contains the following fields
(all mandatory):
•

Name – The name of the user.

•

Surname – The surname of the user.

•

Institution – The institution to which the user is related (eg. University, Research
Center, Engineering company);

•

Job position – the title of the job (e.g., Student, Planner, Architect, Engineer).

•

Motivation (maximum 1500 characters) - The motivation for using the application

•

E-mail address – the contact email address of the user.

•

ReCAPTCHA - to avoid the non-human users.

After all fields are filled in the user will hit SEND and the request is transmitted to the system
administrator. After considering the motivation, the system administrator will send by e-mail a
user name (login-id) and a password.
Important Note
The process of creating a Power User is not an automated task, but it is made by the
system administrator considering the motivation.
Only a Power User has the ability to create and administrate new assessment projects and
also to create end user accounts as well as to invite end users to his project(s).

Figure 2: Creating an account
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2.2. Power User’s main screen: Creating a project, inviting
end users, uploading site data
Main screen
After logging in, the Power User is sent to the main screen of the web tool (Figure 3). In the
upper panel of this main screen, the user can edit profile details (name, affiliation, contact
information).

Figure 3: Main Screen of the SAT (when logged in as a Power User)

1

2

3

Figure 4: Main Screen of the SAT (when logged in as a Power User), Projects Manager view
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Administrator Panel
Through the Administrator Panel (left side of the main screen), the Power User can view and
manage projects and end-users via the Projects Manager and Users Manager tabs,
respectively. The Power User has the option to navigate through these two tabs using a drop
down menu from the Administrator Panel. The Projects Manager tab allows the creation of
new projects and visualization and editing of the already existing projects.

Creating a new project
Selecting the “New Project” icon in the Administrator Panel (folder symbol button, right hand
side of “My Projects / Other Projects”), the Power User is prompted to fill in the fields in the
Main Panel (right side of the screen, upper tab, see Figure 4, box no. 1, see also Figure 5)
with the site basic information (such as name, location, site surface).

Figure 5: Projects manager tab in main panel: Create a new project button.

Administrate end users
The second tab of the Main Panel (Figure 4, box no. 2) enables the Power User to
administrate the end users (see also Figure 6).
From this tab, end users can be invited (given access) to the current assessment project.
The tab is divided into two sub-tabs: (i) “Project Available Users”, where all end user
accounts are listed and (ii) “Project Assigned Users”, where the end users invited to take part
in the current project are shown.
To create an end-user account (TDSS user), the “New TDSS User” icon has to be selected
and then the required fields have to be filled in (Figure 7).
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Figure 6: End user administration tab in main panel

Figure 7: Create a new end-user account

Upload project data
Last tab of the Main Panel (Figure 4, box no. 3, Figure 8) lists the data that has been
uploaded using the upload functionality (Figure 9). Upload of project data needs to be done
in an archived format (*.zip file). All data required for the assessment project must be
contained in a single *.zip file. Within the data set, the spatial reference system is defined
(projected coordinate reference system in terms of an EPSG CODE) within the data set’s
configuration file. If not defined, the user is asked to insert an EPSG CODE (note: for the
example data set “Krampnitz”, the code is 31468, which represents the coordinate system
DHDN zone4). The code will be used to uniquely identify the projected coordinate system in
which the project data is defined, and to convert it into a geographic coordinate system (i.e.
WGS 1984) for visualization purposes. A list with the EPSG CODES and their corresponding
standard coordinate systems can be found on the Spatialreference.org web-site
(www.spatialreference.org).
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A click on the icon “Upload project data” (Figure 10) allows the Power User to select and
upload the respective file, using a standard file open dialogue.
Please note that this project file needs to be prepared in accordance to specific requirements
with respect to format and content. See Annex II for a detailed description. Although all input
data could be created by experts and converted the required formats using GIS and a text
editor, it is strongly recommended to use the desktop version of the DSS software, the
Megasite Management Toolsuite (MMT), to assist in the preparation of the project data. By
using the MMT, data can be validated for consistency; the data sets configuration file
parameters and evaluation data for the upload data set can be created and verified.

Figure 8: Upload project data tab.

Figure 9: Upload project data: pop-up windows allows to (a) select a site data set file for upload
(upper panel), and (b) to upload existing scenarios, e.g., from MMT application, separately
(lower panel).
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Figure 10: Project file upload (pop up) window after file was selected.

Upload existing scenarios
In addition to the site data set, scenarios that were created within the MMT can be uploaded
to the web tool within separate zip files (Figure 11). Once uploaded, these scenarios get
automatically assessed with respect to the scenario specific assessment modules. The end
user(s) who are invited to the respective site project can view (but not modify) the uploaded
scenarios and its assessment results by selecting the respective scenario from the Reuse
Planning tab’s “Other scenario” panel (see Section 3.3). The data requirements regarding
existing scenarios are given in Annex II.

Figure 11: Scenario file upload (pop up) window.
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3. The end user (TDSS user): creating re-use scenarios
and assessment
3.1. Selecting projects and re-use scenarios
When a user is logging in as an end-user, he/she is sent to the main screen of the web tool.
The main screen presents two panels: the Projects Manager panel (on the left side) and the
Main Panel (on the right side) (Figure 12).
From the Projects Manager tab the user can choose among existing assessment projects in
order to view existing re-use scenarios and the results of their integrated assessment or to
create new scenarios. When opting to view the re-use scenarios of a project (by clicking the
project name in the list, a list of existing scenarios (i.e. scenarios that were created in
previous sessions or were uploaded together with the project data) is shown in the Main
Panel (tab Re-use Scenarios is automatically selected) (Figure 13).

Figure 12: Main Screen (when logged in as an end-user)
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Figure 13: Reuse scenario tab with list of scenarios.

3.2. Site info tab
In the “Site Info” tab from the Main Panel the user can check the input data of the re-use
scenarios. Depending on availability, the input data consists of (i) information on site
characteristics (such as digital elevation model (DEM), aquifer geometry, hydraulic
conductivity, etc.), (ii) information on the existing contamination in soil and groundwater, (iii)
calculated remediation costs maps for uniform use, etc. (all in ESRI ASCII grid format). In
addition, further information can be included in terms of PDF documents that were uploaded
with the data set.
Both, spatially explicit data (maps), and documents, can be chosen by clicking the according
dropdown bar on the right hand side of the frame (Figure 14).
Input maps can be added (and deleted) from the web map display by clicking the according
symbol in the list (Figure 15). The user has complete control on the symbolization of this
ASCII data: By clicking on one of the data set’s input file names, a pop-up window is opened
where the user can decide how the data will be represented (see Figure 16).
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Figure 14: Site info tab with maps and further documents dropdown bars

Figure 15: Web map display of spatially explicit information (here, soil contamination)
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Figure 16: Spatial data symbolization: user can apply default or custom color schemes and
levels (‘ramp’)

3.3. Creating and assessing a re-use scenario
In the “Re-use Scenarios” tab (Figure 17), the user can see the list of all existing scenarios
and has the option to
(1) create a new scenario,
(2) switch between scenarios created on his own or view scenarios creates by other end
users in that project (toggle “My scenarios / Other scenarios”). The creator name is
given as appendix to the scenario name. Also scenario that have been uploaded by
the super user along with the site data set will appear in the “Other scenarios” list.
(3) view the scenario specific assessment results (market value, remediation costs,
results of the sustainability assessment, and risk assessment) by selecting the
“Results” icon,
(4) access the “Planning Tool” by selecting the “Planning” icon and
(5) select a scenario for comparison between scenarios by selecting the “Comparison”
icon (scenario is added to comparison list on the right hand side), and to start the
comparison by click the according icon “Start Comparison”.
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Figure 17: The Re-Use Scenarios tab

Figure 18: Creating a new assessment scenario

For creating a new scenario, the user has to select the “New Scenario” icon in the Re-use
scenario frame, after which he/she is prompted to introduce a name for this new scenario
(Figure 18). The name is checked for being not a duplicate name and the end user’s login
name is appended to the scenario name (in order to inform other end users that log in to the
site project to know who created it).
After a new scenario is created, the user will access the “Planning Tool” tab to assign the
future land-use types. This is done by double clicking on the “Planning” icon from the
“Scenarios” list.
Please note: A user can only assign land-use types to (and further modify) his own
scenarios. Scenarios created by other user can only be viewed.
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3.4. Planning Tool tab
In the “Planning Tool” tab the user can shape his/her vision of the future re-use of the site.
Through an interactive map, various land-use types can be assigned to any of the predefined
planning units, in which the site is divided (Figure 19).
Individual and multiple planning units can be selected in the interactive map, which shows
the current status of planning i.e. the assignments done so far. The spatial information is
complemented by a table that lists information about each of the planning units.
Selected planning units are highlighted. A new use type can be assigned by help of the drop
down menu in the top right corner.
A selection can also be made based on the use type. By activating the checkboxes one or
more use types can be selected. The number right to the use types gives the total area of all
planning units currently assigned with the respective use type.
After the allocation of the desired land-use types, the user has the option to either update the
re-use scenario he is working on by selecting whether (i) the “Exit with Save” key, returning
to the re-use tab, (ii) or “Exit without Save”, cancelling the land-use assignment and returning
to the re-use tab, or (iii) to confirm the planning made by clicking “Save and Run
Assessment”. Using the latter a pop-up window appears, letting the user know the scenario
was saved and asking her/him to start the assessment calculation (Figure 20).

Figure 19: Planning Tool tab
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Figure 20: Starting the assessment of the re-use scenario currently saved

When the assessment calculation is ended the user receives the confirmation that the
process was successful finished and he/she can proceed to view the results (Figure 21) by
closing the pop-up window and returning to the planning tab.

Figure 21: Assessment calculation run (top), confirmation of a successful assessment
calculation (bottom)
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To view the results (Figure 22), the user has to select the either the “View Results” button
from within the planning tab or the “Results” icon from the “Re-use Scenarios” tab.

3.5. Scenario specific assessment
This tab contains scenario specific modules and for the assessment of currently active re-use
scenario. This tab includes a variety of visualizations of the assessment results including the
results of the assessment of risks due to the intake of plants.
Sub register tab: Summary
Figure 22 shows the “Summary” sub register tab for the assessment run’s results. It shows a
web map visualization of the currently active scenario, and displays the main results in terms
of scenario specific remediation costs, market value, remaining (total) value and the potential
for contribution to sustainable development. Further assessment details are given in sub
register tabs. By clicking on the forward / back buttons, the user can toggle between these
sub register tabs. Clicking on the previous button (“  “) gets the user back to the “Re-use
Scenarios” tab, a forward button (“  “) click proceeds to the “Remediation needs/costs” sub
register tab, whereas a click on the Exit (“X”) button also returns to the “Re-use Scenarios”
tab.
Information about underlying methods can be obtained by clicking the info (“i”) button.

Figure 22: Results summary of the assessed re-use scenario (sub register tab “Summary”)
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Sub register tab: Remediation needs/costs
Figure 23 shows details for the scenario specific remediation costs calculation. The web map
display includes the scenario specific remediation costs distribution map [EUR/m²]. The total
remediation cost estimates for soil and groundwater remediation [EUR] are given on the right
hand side. Further information regarding underlying methods can be retrieved by clicking the
info button.
Clicking on the previous button (left arrow) gets the user back to the summary sub register
tab, a forward button (right arrow) click proceeds to the “Market Value” sub register tab,
whereas a click on the “Exit” (X) button returns to the “Re-use Scenarios” tab.

Figure 23: Sub register tab remediation needs/costs with costs map [EUR/m²] and total costs
[EUR].
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Sub register tab: Market value
Similar to the sub register tab “Remediation needs/costs’, the sub register tab “Market value”
shows the market value in terms of a map visualization [EUR/m] and the aggregated market
value [EUR], again, the “I” delivers additional information on the modules methods, “/X/”
buttons toggle between the tabs, or exit the scenario specific assessment results,
respectively.

Figure 24: Sub register tab remediation “Market value” with market value map [EUR/m²] and
remaining market value [EUR].
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Sub register tab: Sustainability
The result of the automated spatially explicit sustainability assessment for the re-use
scenario is shown in Figure 25. The web map shows the scenario. The list on the sub
register tabs right hand side indicates the potential for contribution to sustainable
development of the single land use types (Eland use type, [-]) and the aggregated sustainability
potential Etot [-], which is the area weighted sum of the single land use types E values.
Again, the “i”-button delivers additional information on the modules methods, “/X/”
buttons toggle between the tabs, or exit the scenario specific assessment results,
respectively.

Figure 25: Sub register tab "Sustainability" showing the land use types sustainability potential
and the aggregated potential for sustainable development Etot [-]
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Sub register tab: Risk Assessment
The assessment results for this module are calculated automatically, when a re-use
scenario, was created and assessments were run (Tab “Re-use planning”  Button “Save
and Run Assessment”). Results are interactively displayed in the sub register tab “Risk
assessment”.
The scenario specific calculation is based on the relation of land use types to specific use
and exposure scenarios (agricultural, and residential use with garden, see Figure 26, right
hand side), which were prepared by an expert within the data set.

Figure 26: Scenario specific assessment, sub register tab risk assessment. Result map
selection (a): Selection of use type and associated fruit.

The web map allows visualising the results in terms of risk and/or hazard quotient distribution
maps for the respective use types and contaminants (Figure 26 to Figure 28).
A click on the ‘i” button provides further info about this module, while a click on “INFO” below
the show result map icon pops up informational notes and warnings from the specific
assessment run for this scenario (e.g., whether all contaminants could be considered by this
model, or not, etc.).
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Figure 27: Scenario specific assessment, sub register tab risk assessment. Result map
selection (b): Selection of risk level or hazard quotient map.

Figure 28: Scenario specific assessment, sub register tab risk assessment. Result map
selection (c): Display selected map.
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3.6. Site specific Assessment
This tab contains assessment modules that are specific to the site and the according data,
but not specific to scenarios as created within the “Planning Tool”. The tab “Site specific
assessment” currently contains the modules “Bioenergy Potential”, and the module
“MESOTES” (as being an “Add-on” module, please refer to deliverable report D6.2).

Sub register tab: Bioenergy Potential
This tab includes methods for assessing the potential of bioenergy and biomass applications
on the site.
The GUI layout for this module is depicted in Figure 29. The module does solely rely on end
user input to ‘calculate’ results. End user input is given by answering given queries in three
different input sections: Legal Admissibility, Energy Requirement, Technical Feasibility. Each
of the input sections is accessed via a “drop down tab” (compare Figure 29 and Figure 30
below).
No preparation and upload of data is required in advance. However, default answers to
queries may be prepared (by an expert) and specified in the config file
MT2TIMBRE_project.ini. The GUI is loaded with these answers. The end-user can change
the answers, in order to see the effect of his changes to answering the given queries to the
evaluation results.
Answers are given in terms of selections/clicks made to e.g. radio/option buttons. These
answers define the results to be displayed on the web interface. Some answers affect the
subsequent answer(s): A subsequent query is shown or hidden (or: active/inactive),
according to the answer of the actual field. Visualization of results is based on end user
answers to given queries in respective input sections and comprises:
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Figure 29: Site specific assessment, sub register tab ‘Bioenergy potential’ before assessment.

Figure 30: Site specific assessment, sub register tab ‘Bioenergy potential’, assessment of the
second section ‘Energy Requirement. User input and interactive results for the section.
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Figure 31: Site specific assessment, sub register tab ‘Eenergy potential’, Summary of
assessment.
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3.7. Comparing Re-use Scenarios
To visualize the differences of the re-use scenarios in terms of remediation costs, land
market value and/or sustainability degree, results of the assessment calculation are plotted in
a 2D (XY) graph.
Selecting the “Add To Comparison” icon from the “Re-Use Scenarios” tab (Figure 17) will
send the results of the assessment calculation for the respective scenario to the
“Comparison List”. The user can send to this list all the scenarios he/she wishes to compare,
after which he/she can initiate the comparison by selecting the “Start comparison” button.
Doing so, the “Comparison of Options” tab is accessed (Figure 32), where the user can
choose terms of comparison (i.e. remediation costs, market value, remaining value, or
sustainability potential).Here, again, scenarios can be selected or deselected for the plot on
the left had side “Scenario Comparison List”. The desired criteria for the plot’s abscissae and
ordinate can be selected from the respective dropdown menus, a click on “Refresh
Comparison Chart” draws or update the diagram. Hint: If the user hovers the mouse over the
data points shows the actual values within a pop-up info box.

Figure 32: Comparison of re-use options/scenarios
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Annex A: TIMBRE web based tool data set description
A.1 General data concept
The upload dataset for TIMBRE consists of one configuration file (also denoted as ‘config
file’) that contains all relevant parameters and also the paths/names of the relevant ascii
grids or shape files that are used for assessment within the web tools.
The data set contains all files to be uploaded, which consists of the input data set for
operating the SAT’s functionalities and its underlying calculation engines.
The data set and its configuration file are explained in detail further below.
The code and executables for the web tool’s calculation engines, which provide the
functionalities of the MMT assessment modules in the web based tool (e.g., mmtmini.exe
and TIMBREWP6_scenSHP2ASC.py and further modules’ calculation engine scripts) are
placed in the back end of the web application server.
The goal is to provide a convenient MMT data export routine that packs all relevant
parameters into one configuration file (MMT2TIMBRE.ini) as well as the necessary files into
one archive that can be uploaded and processed by the web based tool.
The packed data set: includes parameters and files such as
• parameters about the project (name, description, etc.) given in the configuration ini
file,
•

filenames of maps for display (as far as prepared for the MMT) and corresponding
raster grids (infrastructure, hydrogeological parameters, contamination maps for
different compartments, etc.),

•

paths to maps used for evaluation within the calculation engine (prepared ROCO*.asc
cost maps, market value MV*.asc maps),

•

information about underlying parameters used for the calculation of the above (cost
and market value specific maps), e.g. site specific parameter maps, land-use type
specific contamination threshold values, contaminants considered). These
parameters are for information purpose. They are viewable within the “Site info” tab’s
web map,

•

any relevant documents containing site information or other relevant information (to
be added to the upload data set as PDF files),

•

template
layout
shapefile
leereslayouttemplate.shp), and

•

scenario information (number of existing re-use scenarios, their names, spatial
allocation of land use-types to the planning units).

that

contains

the

planning

units

(i.e.,

A.2 Example data set
The example dataset shows a compilation of files for the demonstration case “ehem.
Kaserne Krampnitz bei Potsdam” (former military base “Krampnitz” near Potsdam, Germany)
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This includes a config file (MMT2TIMBRE.ini) that contains the necessary parameters and
input files to use the planning tool and assessment modules (remediation costs, market
values, and sustainability) of the web based tool.
The coordinate reference system for this specific project is the projected system DHDN zone
4 (Deutsches Hauptdreiecksnetz, according EPSG nr. is 31468), except the reference
system of the planning units template shapefile, which is WGS84. See PRJ files of the
planning units template shapefile (leereslayouttemplate.prj). Please note that setting the
reference system WGS84 for the planning units template has to be similar for all projects in
order to ensure proper visualisation within the web maps.

A.2.1 Parameters and files
Table 1: Parameters and files – List of MMT parameters, which are relevant for the TIMBRE web
tool
Parameter

Description

MMT parameter/variable
name

Parameter in
*
config file )

Projekt.ini [DSS_project]

MMT2TIMBRE.ini +
data set

Project.ini, section [DSS_project]
Projectname, string

Name of project

Proj_description, string

Descriptive text

Anzahlszenarien, int

No. of scenarios

AnzahlSzenarien

Szenarioname(n),
string

Array: Names of scenarios in
project

ScenarioNames(i)

Aktszenario, string

Active scenario (currently in
assessment)

Aktlayout, int

No. of active layouts n in active
scenario.

AktLayout

Lutname(i), string

Name of i^th land-use type.
Maximum no. of use types is 9
(i ∊ [1…9]) ∈ 1. .9
∈
1. .9

LUTName(i)

LUTcolours(1) =
RGB(242, 247, 25)

RGB color code for land use
type color sheme (for map
display)

LUTcolours(i)

DefaultBRW(i), double

Default reference land-value for
use-type i

DefaultBRW(i)

Pathstandort, string

Rasterfile for area of interest in
~/DATA/ directory (e.g.
‘area_of_interest.asc’). Same
file exists as ESRI Shapefile
(polygon)

pathStandort

X

Pathgws, string

Rasterfile for gw-level (below
surface) in ~/DATA/ directory

pathGWS

X

Pathgok

Rasterfile for DEM (m.a.sea
level) surface) in ~/DATA/
directory

Pathgok

X
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Parameter

Description

MMT parameter/variable
name

Parameter in
*
config file )

Pathkf

Rasterfile for hydr. permeability
in ~/DATA/ directory

Pathkf

X

… further asc files that
could be displayed on
the webmap for
informational purpose

Each *.asc that has a *.bmp
and *.txt (description of file) in
the ~/DATA/ directory.

???

X

pathNutzungen()

X

Project.ini, section [<Szenarioname(n)>]; (n = AktLayout)
Anzahllayouts, int

No. of m layouts for scenario

Pathnutzung(m), string

Name of m^th layout for
<szenarioname(n)>, also name
of the layout’s ESRI shapefile in
the according Scenario
directory

Project.ini, section [<Szenarioname(n)> + ”_” + <Pathnutzung(m)>]; (n = AktLayout)
Layout, string

Name of layout (redundant, is
similar to [<Szenarioname(n)>
+ ”/” + <Pathnutzung(m)> +
“.asc”]

Cost and market value evaluation maps
saved in MMT directory
~/<aktscenario>/<aktlayout>/
UniformeKostenraster/
saved in MMT directory
~/<aktscenario>/<aktlayout>/
UniformeZielwertUeberschreitu
ngen
Remediation Cost and
Market Value
evaluation maps

multiple files saved in MMT
directory
~/<aktscenario>/<aktlayout>/
opttemp/:
ROCO100.asc .. ROCO900.asc
and
MV100.asc .. MV900.asc.

X

Note: Cost raster can stem from
ANY volume based method.
But the MMT automatically
prepares evaluation maps
based on ROCO for
remediation costs and market
value maps based on the
settings used in the MMT (roco
parameters can be
tuned/updated within respective
forms in the MMT)
Sustainability input (evaluation maps and CSV file with indicators)
Complete indicator set
in BLPinformation.CSV

Needed for description of
indicators, used in MMTlight
calculation engine

See MMT2TIMBRE.ini

X

<evaluationmaps.ASC>

Sustainability evaluation maps

See MMT2TIMBRE.ini

X
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Parameter

Description

MMT parameter/variable
name

Parameter in
*
config file )

as defined in
BLPinformation.CSV, these are
ROCOxxx.asc, MVxxx.asc and
further evaluation raster as,
e.g., pubtrans.asc (public
transportation stations).
Further input for calculation engine
param.par

Parameter file for calculation
engine that is used for each
mmtmini.exe call from the web
according to the land-use
option created in the web tool.
For description, see
documentation of MMTlight
calculation engine.

Will be delivered as a static
parameter file together with
data set.

X

ID_area.asc

Raster with planning units
representation.

No variable. Hard coded.

X

*)

X in this column indicates that there exists an associated file in the TIMBRE data set (e.g. GIS data like
shapefile or ASCII raster or config file). If the parameter name is the same as in the MMT desktop Projekt.ini, this
field can be empty.

A.2.2 Files list
List of files that are packed (ZIP archive) in to a upload data set for the SAT:
MMT2TIMBRE_Project.ini ( config file containing
description below)

all

relevant

parameters,

see

leeresLayouttemplate.asc
leeresLayouttemplate.shp

( planning units template shapefile)

leeresLayouttemplate.dbf
leeresLayouttemplate.sbn
leeresLayouttemplate.sbx
leeresLayouttemplate.shp.xml
leeresLayouttemplate.shx
leeresLayouttemplate.prj
(projection
datum ,etc.)

format

file,

contains

coordinate

(lu_map.asc )

( not existent in upload data set!
Python script from scenario shapefile)

param.par

( static parameter file for calculation engine mmtmini.exe)

id_area.asc

( Grid representation of planning patches.Needed for Python
script and mmtmini.exe)

pubtrans.asc

( evaluation grid for calculation engine. Public transport
stations)

BLPinformation.csv

(
sustainability
assessment
information,
contains
indicators and relevant settings, used in mmtmini.exe)

MV100.asc

( evaluation grids
specific market values)

MV200.asc
MV300.asc

for

To

calculation

be

system,

created

engine.

with

Use-type
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MV400.asc
MV500.asc
MV600.asc
MV700.asc
MV800.asc
MV900.asc
ROCO100.asc

( evaluation grids for
specific remediation costs)

calculation

engine.

Use-type

ROCO200.asc
ROCO300.asc
ROCO400.asc
ROCO500.asc
ROCO600.asc
ROCO700.asc
ROCO800.asc
ROCO900.asc
kf_end.asc

( parameter grids for information. Maybe displayed in webmap.)

Soiltype_scs.asc

( parameter grids for information. Maybe displayed in webmap.)

aquiferbasis.asc

( parameter grids for information. Maybe displayed in webmap.)

area_of_interest.asc

( parameter grids for information. Maybe displayed in webmap.)

dem_end.asc

( parameter grids for information. Maybe displayed in webmap.)

gws_sep2007.asc

( parameter grids for information. Maybe displayed in webmap.)

pak30_b.asc

( contamination grid.
displayed in web-map.)

Needed

for

risk

assessment.

Maybe

pak60_b.asc

( contamination grid.
displayed in web-map.)

Needed

for

risk

assessment.

Maybe

tce_in_gw.asc

( contamination grid.
displayed in web-map.)

Needed

for

risk

assessment.

Maybe

pce_in_gw.asc

( contamination grid.
displayed in web-map.)

Needed

for

risk

assessment.

Maybe

results_PlantUptakeRiskFactors.csv
specific uptake, hazard quotient
assessment” )

and

(
precalculated
site
and
contaminant
risk level
factors for module “risk

A.2.3 Config file MMT2TIMBRE.ini content
# this is the main section...
[DSS_project]
# comments are indicated by a hash symbol at beginning of line
projectname =Krampnitz
proj_description =Beispielszenario für den Standort "Kaserne Krampnitz" im
Außenbereich
der
Stadt
Potsdam.
Grundstück
bebaut,
teilweise
historische,
denkmalgeschützte Gebäude. Entwurf des Flächennutzungsplanes (Amt Neu Fahrland):
Wohn- und Gewerbegebiet.
# number of scenarios defined within the desktop software application for the
project:
#anzahlszenarien =3
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# in this sample data set, only one scenario is considered, called SzenarioA. But
it can contain more than one (see the parameters being commented out).
anzahlszenarien =1
# scenario names
szenarioname(1) = SzenarioA
#szenarioname(2) = SzenarioB
#szenarioname(3) = SzenarioC
# last scenario, that was assessed
aktszenario =SzenarioA
# name of the last land use map within that scenario
aktlayout =ScALayout1
# land use type names: preferably in language of the site’s location (to ease the
tool’s utilisation for stakeholders)
lutname(1) =Wohnen
lutname(2) =Gewerbe
lutname(3) =Gewerbe/Mischgebiet
lutname(4) =Renaturierung
lutname(5) =Ackerland/Forst
lutname(6) =Freizeit und Erholung
lutname(7) =Stadtpark
lutname(8) =Grünriegel
lutname(9) =Gruenpuffer
# color codes for land use types
LUTcolours(1) = RGB(242, 247, 25)
LUTcolours(2) = RGB(167 , 124 , 0)
LUTcolours(3) = RGB(166 , 122 , 96)
LUTcolours(4) = RGB(151 , 190 , 97)
LUTcolours(5) = RGB(94 , 143 , 94)
LUTcolours(6) = RGB(109 , 220 , 156)
LUTcolours(7) = RGB(128 , 255 , 128)
LUTcolours(8) = RGB(128 , 255 , 0)
LUTcolours(9) = RGB(233 , 233 , 233)
# reference land values, which has been the basis for market value evaluation grid
calculations:
defaultbrw(1) =95
defaultbrw(2) =40
defaultbrw(3) =40
defaultbrw(4) =0.0
defaultbrw(5) =0.5
defaultbrw(6) =2.0
defaultbrw(7) =2
defaultbrw(8) =.5
defaultbrw(9) =0.09
# additional parameter distributions for information purpose type of visualizsation
in forms of ESRI ASCII grids. The files are: GW-levels, digital elevation map (m
above sea level), area of interest, kf-values (hydraulic conductivity in m/s),
aquiferbottom, gw contaminant source zones, gw contaminant plumes
pathgws =GWS_Sep2007.asc
pathgok =DEM_end.asc
pathStandort= area_of_interest.asc
pathkf =kf_end.asc
pathaqb =aquiferbasis.asc
pathHerde=herde.asc
pathFahnen=fahnen.asc
pathSoiltypes=Soiltype_scs.asc
# pathOverview may be empty, the other pathXXX above have to have a *.asc file
defined! This may contain an GeoTIF image, like an aearial photo of the site...
pathOverview=
# this Empty layout points to a file ( *.shp / *.dbf ) that contains the planning
units and a *.asc raster grid with the same name ( consecutively numbered planning
patches raster representation according to the shapefile attributes feature ID no.
), which is needed for the planning tool ( webgis ) and the calculation engine (
MMTlight )
pathEmptyLayout=leeresLayouttemplate
# Coordinate reference system of the data set (except for leereslayouttemplate.shp,
which is always in WGS84)
EPSGcode=31468
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#relation of land use types to agricultural and residential (gardening) use. Needed
for plant risk assessment:
risktypeAgricultural=500
risktypeResidential=100
[calculengine]
# For now, this is an OPTIONAL parameter! It is set static in the current version
of the web tool..
webMMTlightparameterfile= param.par
# section containing contaminant information and remedial targets, which are taken
from the MMTs active scenario/layout
[contaminants_info]
#path to contaminant and remediation targets definition file ( i.e., a copy of the
content of an MMT-specific file called Zielwertset.rtv ):
no_of_contaminants=4
# String array for each contaminant, where each contaminatinfo() vector contains
strings
like
follows:
# "contaminant's name", "compartment soil ( 'Boden' ) or groundwater ( 'GW' )",
"remediation target for the 9 land-use types 100 .. 900", "Name of the ascii raster
grid ( with *.asc instead of *.aux )", "not necessary", "not necessary"
contaminantinfo(1)="PAK30","Boden","10","20","20","100","100","2","100","2","2","PA
K30_B.aux","0",""
contaminantinfo(2)="PAK60","Boden","-1","-1","-1","-1","-1","-1","-1","1","2","PAK60_B.aux","0",""
contaminantinfo(3)="TCE","GW","10","50","50","100","100","50","100","50","50","TCE_
in_gw.aux","0",""
contaminantinfo(4)="PCE","GW","20","50","50","100","100","50","100","50","50","PCE_
in_gw.aux","0",""
# cont_carcinogenic describes, whether contaminants from above have to be treated
as are carcinogenic/ non-carcinogenic / or both within the risk assessment module
cont_carcinogenic=2,2,0,2
# Here comes a section that contains scenario specific information....
[SzenarioA]
# number of layouts (i.e. different land use maps in this scenario)
anzahllayouts = 1
# The name of the layout's shapefile
pathnutzung(1) = ScALayout1
# integer array of land-use ID as they are assigned to the planning patches 1 to x
( as defined in EmptyLayout by the integer number of attribute “FID”, which is the
same as the dbf file’s attribute list row number starting with zero or one). With
this information, the layout can be reconstructed without the necessity to upload
all the layout shapefiles.
layoutlandusepatch_assignment=100, 300, 300, 100, 300, 300, 300, 400, 300, 600,
300, 300, 100, 100, 400, 300, 600, 600, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 600, 100, 400, 100
#
Assessment
results
for
remediation
costs
(
as
saved
in
MMT
~/<Szenarioname(n)>/<Pathnutzung<m>/<Pathnutzung<m>+“.cost“ : config file with
remediation costs results ):
# Contaminated soil and aquifer volumes:
VcontB=1890,00002816319
VcontGW=2502979,3422
# Soil and GW remediation costs for this specifc layout:
Bodensanierungskosten=102060
GWSanierungskosten=4576200
# no. of buildings to be deconstructed and cost estimate for deconstruction in EURO
( optional information for display, there is no analogue calculation in the timbre
web tools ):
AnzahlGebäude=54
Gebäudesanierungskosten=4124269
#
Assessment
results
for
market
valuation
(
as
saved
in
~/<Szenarioname(n)>/<Pathnutzung<m>/<Pathnutzung<m>+“.WE“ : config file with market
valuation results and parameter values used in calculation )
# location factor
MMort=-0,224239998497069
# time factor
MMZeit=1,15
# risk factor
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MMrisiko=0,3
# mercantile value reduction
MM=-7,73627994814888E-02
# layout's resulting market value
gesVerkehrswert=3082458,92123071
# land value ( only reference land value times the area )
Bodenwert=10019182
[SzenarioB]
# .... similar to the previous section... not represented in the sample data set
[SzenarioC]
# .... similar to the previous section... not represented in the sample data set
#Predefined answers for the assessment module “(Bio)Energy”, which are loaded as
preset answers, that can be changed by the end user in order to see the different
assessment results with respect to different answers. NOTE: the section must be
closed by using the tag [module_bioenergy end] .
[module_bioenergy start]
A1=2
A2=3
A3=1
A4=1
B1=3
B2=2
B3=3
B4=1
C1=1
C2=1
C3=1
C4=1
C5=1
C6=1
C7=1
C8=1
C9=1
[module_bioenergy end]

A.2.4 Existing scenario upload data set requirements
In order to separately upload existing scenarios, e.g., as created within the MMT application,
the ZIP archive must consist of the following files:
- ESRI shapefile with land use allocations as defined in the project data set: Land use
names, category ID must be similar to the project specification. The shapefile must
be named ‘leereslayouttemplate.shp’. Scenario name is specified by the power user
during upload procedure.
- Projection file *.prj that defines the coordinate system of the shape file. Shapefile
must be in WGS 84 format (similar to the empty planning unit shape file of the project
data set).
The scenario archive zip must consist of these files:
-

leeresLayouttemplate.dbf

-

leeresLayouttemplate.prj

-

leeresLayouttemplate.sbn

-

leeresLayouttemplate.sbx

-

leeresLayouttemplate.shp

-

leeresLayouttemplate.shp.xml

-

leeresLayouttemplate.shx

The shapefile’s attributes must follow the conventions defined in Table 2, with all the field
headers being mandatory: “Nutzung” (string) and “Kategorie” (integer) values define the land
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use assigned to a specific polygon of the shapefile. If no use is assigned, “Nutzung” stays
empty and Katgorie get a zero value. “Area” (double) is the area in sq.metres, “OBJECTID”
(integer) is a unique identifier needed for the web tool.
Table 2: Attributes of an existing scenario shapefile's attribute table 'leereslayouttemplate.dbf'
Field
Header

Nutzung

Kategorie

Area

OBJECTID

Values

Wohnen

100

41982,22514260000

0

0

40776,77104330000

3

…

…

…

…

Gewerbe/Mischgebiet

300

57032,06794530000

26

